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Matrix Analysis for Scientists and EngineersSIAM, 2004
‘I found Laub's book a delightful read. It has become the sixth valuable ‘Matrix Analysis’ book on my shelves. As well as being admirably suited for the course at which it is aimed, its conciseness and clarity of presentation, together with the good index, make it easy to use for reference. The book is recommended both as a course...
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Manufacturing Processes for Advanced CompositesElsevier Limited, 2004


	This book deals is intended for anyone wishing to learn more about the

	materials and manufacturing processes used to fabricate and assemble

	advanced composites. Although advanced composites can mean many

	different types of fibers in either polymer, metal or ceramic matrices, this

	book deals with the three main fibers (glass,...
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OpenCV Computer Vision with JavaPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create multiplatform computer vision desktop and web applications using the combination of OpenCV and Java


	About This Book

	
		Set up Java API for OpenCV to create popular Swing-based Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs)
	
		Process videos and images in real-time with closer to native...
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Relativistic Transitions in the Hydrogenic Atoms: Elementary Theory (Springer Series on Atomic, Optical, and Plasma Physics)Springer, 2008
When one approaches the study of the quantal relativistic theory of the electron, one may be surprised by the gap which lies between the frame of the experiments, i.e. the real geometry of the space and time, and the abstraction of the complex matrices and spinors formalism employed in the presentation of the theory. This book uses a theory of the...
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The Birth of Numerical AnalysisWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009

	The 1947 paper by John von Neumann and Herman Goldstine, Numerical Inverting of Matrices of High Order (Bulletin of the AMS, Nov. 1947), is considered as the birth certificate of numerical analysis. Since its publication, the evolution of this domain has been enormous. This book is a unique collection of contributions by researchers who have...
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Introduction to 3D Game Programming with DirectX 10Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2008
Introduction to 3D Game Programming with DirectX 10 provides an introduction to programming interactive computer graphics, with an emphasis on game development, using DirectX 10. The book is divided into three main parts. Part I explores basic mathematical tools, Part II shows how to implement fundamental tasks in Direct3D, and Part III...
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The Data Warehouse Toolkit: The Definitive Guide to Dimensional ModelingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Updated new edition of Ralph Kimball's groundbreaking book on dimensional modeling for data warehousing and business intelligence!


	The first edition of Ralph Kimball's The Data Warehouse Toolkit introduced the industry to dimensional modeling, and now his books are considered the most authoritative...
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Deblurring Images: Matrices, Spectra, and Filtering (Fundamentals of Algorithms 3)SIAM, 2006
“The book’s focus on imaging problems is very unique among the competing books on inverse and ill-posed problems. …It gives a nice introduction into the MATLAB world of images and deblurring problems.”  

— Martin Hanke, Professor, Institut für Mathematik, Johannes-Gutenberg-Universität. 
...
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Learning MATLABSIAM, 2009
This engaging book is a very compact introduction to the essentials of the MATLAB programming language and is ideal for readers seeking a focused and brief approach to the software. Learning MATLAB contains numerous examples and exercises involving the software s most useful and sophisticated features along with an overview of the most...
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Practical Matlab Basics for Engineers (Practical Matlab for Engineers)CRC Press, 2008
A comprehensive and accessible primer, this tutorial immerses engineers and engineering students in the essential technical skills that will allow them to put Matlab® to immediate use. The book covers concepts such as: functions, algebra, geometry, arrays, vectors, matrices, trigonometry, graphs, pre-calculus and calculus. It then delves into...
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Excel for Scientists and Engineers: Numerical MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Learn to fully harness the power of Microsoft Excel® to perform scientific and engineering calculations
With this text as your guide, you can significantly enhance Microsoft Excel's® capabilities to execute the calculations needed to solve a variety of chemical, biochemical, physical, engineering, biological, and medicinal problems. The...
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A Unified Approach to Interior Point Algorithms for Linear Complementarity ProblemsSpringer, 1991

	The recent remarkable developments of interior point algorithms began in 1984 with
	Karmarkar's polynomial-time interior point algorithm for linear programs using a log-
	arithmic potential function and a projective transformation. The progress has been
	made so rapidly and extensively that it seems difficult to get a comprehensive...
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